
Your gift supports the
mission and ministry of

presbyteriangifts.org

The ministries supported by the Presbyterian Giving Catalog  
offer an opportunity to make an impact on the world.

These ministries address hunger, nurture peace, strengthen
church leaders, assist in empowering the poor and oppressed,

and provide security to those in the midst of crisis.

Happy Father’s Day! 

A Fishery Kit has been given in your honor 
through the Presbyterian Giving Catalog. 

Small-scale fishermen rely on their catch for income 
and food. This Fishery Kit — complete with fishing 

net, line, and fish-finding radars — provides the tools 
families need to overcome famine and extreme hunger.

This gift in your honor not only provides these 
practical fishing resources, it will offer help, 

hope, and relief for communities in need.

THANK YOU FOR PASSING ON
Your Spirit of Adventure
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YOU’RE ALWAYS 

Cooking Up Fun 
Happy Father’s Day! 

A Kitchen Kit has been given in your honor 
through the Presbyterian Giving Catalog. 

Food requires preparation, and families who have 
lost everything in a disaster often lack the basic 

tools needed to cook a meal. A Kitchen Kit contains 
cooking pots, utensils, bowls, cups and spoons.

This gift in your honor will not only help 
 feed families —  it will also feed hope for 

communities around the world.
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THANK YOU

For Helping Me Grow
Happy Father’s Day!

A Community Garden has been given in your 
honor through the Presbyterian Giving Catalog. 

Community gardens supply nutritious produce where 
it’s most needed, while providing employment and 

educational opportunities that nurture communities. 

This gift in your honor will not only provide access 
to healthy food — it will seed help, hope, and 

relief for communities around the world. 


